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Matrimony Joshua Henkin
2008-08-26 It's the fall of
1986, and Julian
Wainwright, an aspiring
writer, arrives at Graymont
College in New England.
Here he meets Carter
Heinz, with whom he
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

develops a strong but
ambivalent friendship, and
beautiful Mia Mendelsohn,
with whom he falls in love.
Spurred on by a family
tragedy, Julian and Mia's
love affair will carry them to
graduation and beyond,
taking them through several
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college towns, over the next
fifteen years. Starting at the
height of the Reagan era
and ending in the new
millennium, Matrimony is a
stunning novel of love and
friendship, money and
ambition, desire and
tensions of faith. It is a
richly detailed portrait of
what it means to share a life
with someone-to do it when
you're young, and to try to
do it afresh on the brink of
middle age.
Looseleaf for Becoming
America Volume II
Rebecca M. M. McLennan
2021-10-19 "We wrote
Becoming America in and
for a new century, inspired
by recent shifts in historical
scholarship and the
interests and learning styles
of a new generation of
students. Today's students
live in a world where
cultural, technological, and
environmental
transformation are palpably
experienced and keenly
debated. Paralleling this
reorientation, the topics of
environmental change,
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

religious ritual, mass
communications,
technological innovation,
and popular entertainment
have become central and
compelling subjects of
historians' research and
teaching. Becoming
America seamlessly weaves
these fascinating
dimensions of the past into
the core narrative of
American history to produce
an account that we believe
students will find exciting,
memorable, and relevant"-The New Diaspora Victoria
Aarons 2015-01-05 The
Edward Lewis Wallant
Award was founded by the
family of Dr. Irving and
Fran Waltman in 1963 and
is supported by the
University of Hartford’s
Maurice Greenberg Center
for Judaic Studies. It is
given annually to an
American writer, preferably
early in his or her career,
whose fiction is considered
significant for American
Jews. In The New Diaspora:
The Changing Landscape of
American Jewish Fiction,
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editors Victoria Aarons,
Avinoam J. Patt, and Mark
Shechner, who have all
served as judges for the
award, present vital,
original, and wide-ranging
fiction by writers whose
work has been considered
or selected for the award.
The resulting collection
highlights the exemplary
place of the Wallant Award
in Jewish literature. With a
mix of stories and novel
chapters, The New Diaspora
reprints selections of short
fiction from such wellknown writers as Rebecca
Goldstein, Nathan
Englander, Jonathan Safran
Foer, Dara Horn, Julie
Orringer, and Nicole
Krauss. The first half of the
anthology presents pieces
by winners of the Wallant
award, focusing on the best
work of recent winners. The
New Diaspora’s second half
reflects the evolving
landscape of American
Jewish fiction over the last
fifty years, as many authors
working in America are not
American by birth, and their
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

fiction has become more
experimental in nature.
Pieces in this section
represent authors with
roots all over the
world—including Russia
(Maxim Shrayer, Nadia
Kalman, and Lara Vapnyar),
Latvia (David Bezmozgis),
South Africa (Tony Eprile),
Canada (Robert Majzels),
and Israel (Avner
Mandelman, who now lives
in Canada). This collection
offers an expanded canon of
Jewish writing in North
America and foregrounds a
vision of its variety, its
uniqueness, its
cosmopolitanism, and its
evolving perspectives on
Jewish life. It celebrates the
continuing vitality and fresh
visions of contemporary
Jewish writing, even as it
highlights its debt to history
and embrace of collective
memory. Readers of
contemporary American
fiction and Jewish cultural
history will find The New
Diaspora enlightening and
deeply engaging.
Information Ann Blair
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2021-01-26 "Information
technology shapes nearly
every part of modern life,
and debates about
information--its meaning,
effects, and applications-are central to a range of
fields, from economics,
technology, and politics to
library science, media
studies, and cultural
studies. This rich, unique
resource traces the history
of information with an
approach designed to draw
connections across fields
and perspectives, and
provide essential context for
our current age of
information. Clear,
accessible, and
authoritative, the book
opens with a series of
articles that provide a
narrative history of
information from
premodern practices to
twenty-first-century
information culture. This
section focuses on major
developments in the
creation, storage, search,
exchange, management,
and manipulation of
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

information, as well as the
many meanings and uses of
information over time.
Coverage spans Europe,
North America, and many
other places and periods,
including the medieval
Islamic world and early
modern East Asia, as well as
the emergence of global
networks. A second,
alphabetical section
includes more than 100
concise articles that cover
specific concepts (e.g., data,
intellectual property,
privacy); formats and
genres (books, databases,
maps, newspapers, scrolls,
social media); people
(archivists, diplomats and
spies, readers, secretaries,
teachers); practices
(censorship, forecasting,
learning, surveilling,
translating); processes
(digitization, quantification,
storage and search);
systems (bureaucracy,
platforms,
telecommunications);
technologies (algorithms,
cameras, computers), and
much more. The book
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concludes with an
informative glossary,
defining terms from
"analog/digital" to "World
Wide Web.""-Becoming America, Volume
I David Henkin 2014-01-09
The way we once learned
history is now history.
Developed for students and
instructors of the twentyfirst century, Becoming
America excites learners by
connecting history to their
experience of contemporary
life. You can’t travel back in
time, but you can be
transported, and Becoming
America does so by
expanding the traditional
core of the U.S survey to
include the most
contemporary scholarship
on cultural, technological,
and environmental
transformations. At the
same time, the program
transforms the student
learning experience through
innovative technology that
is at the forefront of the
digital revolution. As a
result, the Becoming
America program makes it
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

easier for students to grasp
both the distinctiveness and
the familiarity of bygone
eras, and to think in a
historically focused way
about the urgent questions
of our times.
Becoming America,
Volume Ii? HENKIN
2021-11-09
Looseleaf for Becoming
America Volume I David
M. M. Henkin 2021-10-19
"We wrote Becoming
America in and for a new
century, inspired by recent
shifts in historical
scholarship and the
interests and learning styles
of a new generation of
students. Today's students
live in a world where
cultural, technological, and
environmental
transformation are palpably
experienced and keenly
debated. Paralleling this
reorientation, the topics of
environmental change,
religious ritual, mass
communications,
technological innovation,
and popular entertainment
have become central and
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compelling subjects of
historians' research and
teaching. Becoming
America seamlessly weaves
these fascinating
dimensions of the past into
the core narrative of
American history to produce
an account that we believe
students will find exciting,
memorable, and relevant"-Photography and Other
Media in the Nineteenth
Century Nicoletta Leonardi
2018-11-08 In this volume,
leading scholars of
photography and media
examine photography’s vital
role in the evolution of
media and communication
in the nineteenth century.
In the first half of the
nineteenth century, the
introduction of telegraphy,
the development of a
cheaper and more reliable
postal service, the rise of
the mass-circulation press,
and the emergence of the
railway dramatically
changed the way people
communicated and
experienced time and space.
Concurrently, photography
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

developed as a medium that
changed how images were
produced and circulated.
Yet, for the most part,
photography of the era is
studied outside the field of
media history. The
contributors to this volume
challenge those established
disciplinary boundaries as
they programmatically
explore the intersections of
photography and “new
media” during a period of
fast-paced change. Their
essays look at the
emergence and early history
of photography in the
context of broader changes
in the history of
communications; the role of
the nascent photographic
press in photography’s
infancy; and the
development of
photographic techniques as
part of a broader media
culture that included the
mass-consumed novel,
sound recording, and
cinema. Featuring essays by
noteworthy historians in
photography and media
history, this discipline6/22
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shifting examination of the
communication revolution
of the nineteenth century is
an essential addition to the
field of media studies. In
addition to the editors,
contributors to this volume
are Geoffrey Batchen,
Geoffrey Belknap, Lynn
Berger, Jan von Brevern,
Anthony Enns, André
Gaudreault, Lisa Gitelman,
David Henkin, Erkki
Huhtamo, Philippe Marion,
Peppino Ortoleva, Steffen
Siegel, Richard Taws, and
Kim Timby.
City Reading David M.
Henkin 1998 Henkin
explores the influential but
little-noticed role reading
played in New York City's
public life between 1825
and 1865. The "ubiquitous
urban texts"--from
newspapers to paper
money, from street signs to
handbills--became both
indispensable urban guides
and apt symbols for a new
kind of public life that
emerged first in New York.
Marking Modern Times
Alexis McCrossen
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

2013-05-01 In Marking
Modern Times, Alexis
McCrossen relates how the
American preoccupation
with time led people from
across social classses to
acquire watches and clocks.
GEN CMB Looseleaf
Becoming America V1
with Connect Access Card
1T AC Rebecca McLennan
2014-03-20 Connect is the
only integrated learning
system that empowers
students by continuously
adapting to deliver precisely
what they need, when they
need it, and how they need
it, so that your class time is
more engaging and
effective.
Human Rights in a Time
of Populism Gerald L.
Neuman 2020-04-09
Leading experts examine
the threats posed by
populism to human rights
and the international
systems and explore how to
confront them.
The Postal Age David M.
Henkin 2008-09-15
Americans commonly
recognize television, e-mail,
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and instant messaging as
agents of pervasive cultural
change. But many of us may
not realize that what we
now call snail mail was once
just as revolutionary. As
David M. Henkin argues in
The Postal Age, a
burgeoning postal network
initiated major cultural
shifts during the nineteenth
century, laying the
foundation for the
interconnectedness that
now defines our everevolving world of
telecommunications. This
fascinating history traces
these shifts from their
beginnings in the
mid-1800s, when cheaper
postage, mass literacy, and
migration combined to
make the long-established
postal service a more
integral and viable part of
everyday life. With such
dramatic events as the Civil
War and the gold rush
underscoring the
importance and necessity of
the post, a surprisingly
broad range of
Americans—male and
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

female, black and white,
native-born and
immigrant—joined this
postal network, regularly
interacting with distant
locales before the existence
of telephones or even the
widespread use of
telegraphy. Drawing on
original letters and diaries
from the period, as well as
public discussions of the
expanding postal system,
Henkin tells the story of
how these Americans
adjusted to a new world of
long-distance
correspondence, crowded
post offices, junk mail,
valentines, and dead letters.
The Postal Age paints a
vibrant picture of a society
where possibilities
proliferated for the kinds of
personal and impersonal
communications that we
often associate with more
recent historical periods. In
doing so, it significantly
increases our
understanding of both
antebellum America and our
own chapter in the history
of communications.
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Becoming America,
Volume II: From
Reconstruction David
Henkin 2014-01-07 The way
we once learned history is
now history. Developed for
students and instructors of
the twenty-first century,
Becoming America excites
learners by connecting
history to their experience
of contemporary life. You
can’t travel back in time,
but you can be transported,
and Becoming America does
so by expanding the
traditional core of the U.S
survey to include the most
contemporary scholarship
on cultural, technological,
and environmental
transformations. At the
same time, the program
transforms the student
learning experience through
innovative technology that
is at the forefront of the
digital revolution. As a
result, the Becoming
America program makes it
easier for students to grasp
both the distinctiveness and
the familiarity of bygone
eras, and to think in a
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

historically focused way
about the urgent questions
of our times.
GEN CMB LooseLeaf
Becoming America V2 w/
Connect Access Card 1T AC
Rebecca McLennan
2014-03-19 Connect is the
only integrated learning
system that empowers
students by continuously
adapting to deliver precisely
what they need, when they
need it, and how they need
it, so that your class time is
more engaging and
effective.
Understanding Truth
Distinguished Professor and
Director of the School of
Philosophy Scott Soames
1999 The author of this text
explores the notion of truth
and its role in our ordinary
thought, as well as in
logical, philosophical and
scientific theories.
Experience Psychology
Laura King 2015-09-08
Some students take
psychology...others
experience it! Informed by
student data, Experience
Psychology helps students
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understand and appreciate
psychology as an integrated
whole. The personalized,
adaptive learning program,
thought-provoking
examples, and interactive
assessments help students
see psychology in the world
around them and
experience it in everyday
life.
Snyder and Champness
Molecular Genetics of
Bacteria Tina M. Henkin
2020-10-27 The single most
comprehensive and
authoritative textbook on
bacterial molecular genetics
Snyder & Champness
Molecular Genetics of
Bacteria is a new edition of
a classic text, updated to
address the massive
advances in the ﬁeld of
bacterial molecular genetics
and retitled as homage to
the founding authors. In an
era experiencing an
avalanche of new genetic
sequence information, this
updated edition presents
important experiments and
advanced material relevant
to current applications of
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

molecular genetics,
including conclusions from
and applications of
genomics; the relationships
among recombination,
replication, and repair and
the importance of
organizing sequences in
DNA; the mechanisms of
regulation of gene
expression; the newest
advances in bacterial cell
biology; and the
coordination of cellular
processes during the
bacterial cell cycle. The
topics are integrated
throughout with
biochemical, genomic, and
structural information,
allowing readers to gain a
deeper understanding of
modern bacterial molecular
genetics and its relationship
to other ﬁelds of modern
biology. Although the text is
centered on the moststudied bacteria,
Escherichia coli and
Bacillus subtilis, many
examples are drawn from
other bacteria of
experimental, medical,
ecological, and
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biotechnological
importance. The book's
many useful features
include Text boxes to help
students make connections
to relevant topics related to
other organisms, including
humans A summary of main
points at the end of each
chapter Questions for
discussion and independent
thought A list of suggested
readings for background
and further investigation in
each chapter Fully
illustrated with detailed
diagrams and photos in full
color A glossary of terms
highlighted in the text While
intended as an
undergraduate or beginning
graduate textbook,
Molecular Genetics of
Bacteria is an invaluable
reference for anyone
working in the ﬁelds of
microbiology, genetics,
biochemistry,
bioengineering, medicine,
molecular biology, and
biotechnology. "This is a
marvelous textbook that is
completely up-to-date and
comprehensive, but not
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

overwhelming. The clear
prose and excellent ﬁgures
make it ideal for use in
teaching bacterial
molecular genetics."
—Caroline Harwood,
University of Washington
Democracy M. Cherif
Bassiouni 1998-01-01
Experience - M. Fathima
Beevi
Morningside Heights Joshua
Henkin 2021-06-15 A New
York Times Book Review
Editors' Choice Book •
When Ohio-born Pru Steiner
arrives in New York in
1976, she follows in a long
tradition of young people
determined to take the city
by storm. But when she falls
in love with and marries
Spence Robin, her hotshot
young Shakespeare
professor, her life takes a
turn she couldn’t have
anticipated. Thirty years
later, something is wrong
with Spence. The Great Man
can’t concentrate; he falls
asleep reading The New
York Review of Books. With
their daughter, Sarah, away
at medical school, Pru must
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struggle on her own to care
for him. One day, feeling
especially isolated, Pru
meets a man, and the
possibility of new romance
blooms. Meanwhile,
Spence’s estranged son
from his first marriage has
come back into their lives.
Arlo, a wealthy
entrepreneur who invests in
biotech, may be his father’s
last, best hope. Morningside
Heights is a sweeping and
compassionate novel about
a marriage surviving
hardship. It’s about the love
between women and men,
and children and parents;
about the things we give up
in the face of adversity; and
about how to survive when
life turns out differently
from what we thought we
signed up for.
The Orchard David Hopen
2020-11-17 A NATIONAL
JEWISH BOOK AWARD
FINALIST A Recommended
Book From: The New York
Times * Good Morning
America * Entertainment
Weekly * Electric Literature
* The New York Post * Alma
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

* The Millions * Book Riot A
commanding debut and a
poignant coming-of-age
story about a devout Jewish
high school student whose
plunge into the secularized
world threatens everything
he knows of himself Ari
Eden’s life has always been
governed by strict rules. In
ultra-Orthodox Brooklyn, his
days are dedicated to
intense study and religious
rituals, and adolescence
feels profoundly lonely. So
when his family announces
that they are moving to a
glitzy Miami suburb, Ari
seizes his unexpected
chance for reinvention.
Enrolling in an opulent
Jewish academy, Ari is
stunned by his peers’
dizzying wealth, ambition,
and shameless pursuit of
life’s pleasures. When the
academy’s golden boy,
Noah, takes Ari under his
wing, Ari finds himself
entangled in the school’s
most exclusive and wayward
group. These friends are
magnetic and
defiant—especially Evan,
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the brooding genius of the
bunch, still living in the
shadow of his mother’s
death. Influenced by their
charismatic rabbi, the group
begins testing their religion
in unconventional ways.
Soon Ari and his friends are
pushing moral boundaries
and careening toward a
perilous future—one in
which the traditions of their
faith are repurposed to
mysterious, tragic ends.
Mesmerizing and playful,
heartrending and darkly
romantic, The Orchard
probes the conflicting forces
that determine who we
become: the heady
relationships of youth, the
allure of greatness, the
doctrines we inherit, and
our concealed desires.
Lithium Bednarski, Lukasz
2021-09-15 A global energy
revolution is unfolding
before our eyes: evergrowing numbers of electric
vehicles on our roads,
laptops that last all day on a
single charge and solar
panels on our roofs, all
reliant on lithium-ion
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

batteries. This revolution is
happening at breath-taking
speed, with the potential to
completely transform key
industries and the way we
live. For the first time in
history, we can now actually
store this green energy we
talk so much about. Often
referred to as ‘the new oil’,
lithium allows large
amounts of energy to be
squeezed into a very small
space. Demand is soaring,
and the lithium business is
full of drama: bitter
rivalries, shady deals and
exceptionally talented
visionaries such as Elon
Musk, who is building
lithium battery gigafactories across the world.
This book travels from the
salt lakes of the Tibetan
plateau, where Chinese
government–linked
companies extract lithium,
to Argentina, Chile and
Bolivia, which hold the
world’s biggest resources of
the mineral. It reveals
superpowers’ struggle to
secure strategic supplies,
and the astonishing efforts
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of lone-wolf inventors and
entrepreneurs. Lithium also
explores the environmental
impact of lithium extraction,
the limits to battery
electrification, and lithium
battery recycling as the way
forward.
Bored, Lonely, Angry,
Stupid Luke Fernandez
2020-07-07 Facebook makes
us lonely. Selfies breed
narcissism. On Twitter,
hostility reigns. Pundits and
psychologists warn that
digital technologies
substantially alter our
emotional states. But Luke
Fernandez and Susan Matt
show that technology
doesn’t just affect how we
feel from moment to
moment—it changes
profoundly the underlying
emotions themselves.
Becoming America: a
History for the 21st Century
David M. Henkin 2021 "We
wrote Becoming America in
and for a new century,
inspired by recent shifts in
historical scholarship and
the interests and learning
styles of a new generation
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

of students. Today's
students live in a world
where cultural,
technological, and
environmental
transformation are palpably
experienced and keenly
debated. Paralleling this
reorientation, the topics of
environmental change,
religious ritual, mass
communications,
technological innovation,
and popular entertainment
have become central and
compelling subjects of
historians' research and
teaching. Becoming
America seamlessly weaves
these fascinating
dimensions of the past into
the core narrative of
American history to produce
an account that we believe
students will find exciting,
memorable, and relevant"-Sexual Outsiders David M.
Ortmann 2013 Sexual
Outsiders looks at the
challenges and experiences
of those in the BDSM
community and explores the
erotic and psychological
landscape of this often
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misunderstood culture,
concepts of power, personal
growth, overcoming
challenges, and forming
communities.
Immigrant Voices Thomas
Dublin 2014-03-31 A
classroom staple, Immigrant
Voices: New Lives in
America, 1773-2000 has
been updated with writings
that reflect trends in
immigration to the United
States through the turn of
the twenty-first century.
New chapters include a
selection of letters from
Irish immigrants fleeing the
famine of the 1840s,
writings from an immigrant
who escaped the civil war in
Liberia during the 1980s,
and letters that crossed the
U.S.-Mexico border during
the late 1980s and early
'90s. With each addition
editor Thomas Dublin has
kept to his original goals,
which was to show the
commonalities of the U.S.
immigrant experience
across lines of gender,
nation of origin, race, and
even time.
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

Modern Algebra and the
Rise of Mathematical
Structures Leo Corry
2012-12-06 This book
describes two stages in the
historical development of
the notion of mathematical
structures: first, it traces its
rise in the context of
algebra from the mid-1800s
to 1930, and then considers
attempts to formulate
elaborate theories after
1930 aimed at elucidating,
from a purely mathematical
perspective, the precise
meaning of this idea.
The World Without You
Joshua Henkin 2013-04
Gathering at their
Berkshires summer home to
mourn the loss of youngest
sibling and journalist
adventurer Leo, who was
killed while on assignment
in Iraq, the Frankels endure
shared grief and private
challenges that shape their
views about family.
Streetcar Suburbs Sam
Bass WARNER 2009-06-30
In the last third of the
nineteenth century Boston
grew from a crowded
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merchant town, in which
nearly everybody walked to
work, to the modern divided
metropolis. The street
railway created this division
of the metropolis into an
inner city of commerce and
slums and an outer city of
commuters' suburbs.
Streetcar Suburbs tells who
built the new city, and why,
and how.Included here is a
new Introduction that
considers the present
suburb/city dichotomy and
suggests what we can learn
from it to assure a livable
city of the future.
Becoming America,
Volume I HENKIN
2021-11-09
Becoming America David
Henkin 2014-01-06 The way
we once learned history is
now history. Developed for
students and instructors of
the twenty-first century,
Becoming America excites
learners by connecting
history to their experience
of contemporary life. You
can’t travel back in time,
but you can be transported,
and Becoming America does
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

so by expanding the
traditional core of the U.S
survey to include the most
contemporary scholarship
on cultural, technological,
and environmental
transformations. At the
same time, the program
transforms the student
learning experience through
innovative technology that
is at the forefront of the
digital revolution. As a
result, the Becoming
America program makes it
easier for students to grasp
both the distinctiveness and
the familiarity of bygone
eras, and to think in a
historically focused way
about the urgent questions
of our times.
A History of the Book in
America Scott E. Casper
2009-09-15 Volume 3 of A
History of the Book in
America narrates the
emergence of a national
book trade in the nineteenth
century, as changes in
manufacturing, distribution,
and publishing conditioned,
and were conditioned by,
the evolving practices of
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authors and readers.
Chapters trace the ascent of
the "industrial book--a
manufactured product
arising from the gradual
adoption of new printing,
binding, and illustration
technologies and
encompassing the profusion
of nineteenth-century
printed materials--which
relied on nationwide
networks of financing,
transportation, and
communication. In tandem
with increasing educational
opportunities and rising
literacy rates, the industrial
book encouraged new sites
of reading; gave voice to
diverse communities of
interest through periodicals,
broadsides, pamphlets, and
other printed forms; and
played a vital role in the
development of American
culture. Contributors: Susan
Belasco, University of
Nebraska Candy Gunther
Brown, Indiana University
Kenneth E. Carpenter,
Newton Center,
Massachusetts Scott E.
Casper, University of
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

Nevada, Reno Jeannine
Marie DeLombard,
University of Toronto Ann
Fabian, Rutgers University
Jeffrey D. Groves, Harvey
Mudd College Paul C.
Gutjahr, Indiana University
David D. Hall, Harvard
Divinity School David M.
Henkin, University of
California, Berkeley Bruce
Laurie, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
Eric Lupfer, Humanities
Texas Meredith L. McGill,
Rutgers University John
Nerone, University of
Illinois Stephen W.
Nissenbaum, University of
Massachusetts Lloyd Pratt,
Michigan State University
Barbara Sicherman, Trinity
College Louise Stevenson,
Franklin & Marshall College
Amy M. Thomas, Montana
State University Tamara
Plakins Thornton, State
University of New York,
Buffalo Susan S. Williams,
Ohio State University
Michael Winship, University
of Texas at Austin
1000 Checkmate
Combinations Victor
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Henkin 2013-01-08 This
truly outstanding book, first
published in Russian in the
1970s and regarded as a
classic, contains everything
you need to know about
how to deliver checkmate.
1000 Checkmate
Combinations contains a
wealth of elegant and
sophisticated chess tactics
as well as systematic and
effective instruction. Each
chapter covers a different
piece or combination of
pieces that is able to deliver
checkmate, and provides
illustrative templates for
just about every mating
formation. By working
through the book, readers
will develop their ability to
recognise the potential for
checkmate, as well as the
know-how to execute one.
Clearly written and
beautifully organised, it will
appeal to all chess players
but particularly club
players.
Becoming America Volume
2 David Henkin 2014-01-10
The way we once learned
history is now history.
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

Developed for students and
instructors of the twentyfirst century, Becoming
America excites learners by
connecting history to their
experience of contemporary
life. You can’t travel back in
time, but you can be
transported, and Becoming
America does so by
expanding the traditional
core of the U.S survey to
include the most
contemporary scholarship
on cultural, technological,
and environmental
transformations. At the
same time, the program
transforms the student
learning experience through
innovative technology that
is at the forefront of the
digital revolution. As a
result, the Becoming
America program makes it
easier for students to grasp
both the distinctiveness and
the familiarity of bygone
eras, and to think in a
historically focused way
about the urgent questions
of our times.
The Week David M. Henkin
2021-11-16 An investigation
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into the evolution of the
seven-day week and how
our attachment to its
rhythms influences how we
live We take the seven-day
week for granted, rarely
asking what anchors it or
what it does to us. Yet
weeks are not dictated by
the natural order. They are,
in fact, an artificial
construction of the modern
world. With meticulous
archival research that
draws on a wide array of
sources--including
newspapers, restaurant
menus, theater schedules,
marriage records, school
curricula, folklore,
housekeeping guides,
courtroom testimony, and
diaries--David Henkin
reveals how our current
devotion to weekly rhythms
emerged in the United
States during the first half
of the nineteenth century.
Reconstructing how weekly
patterns insinuated
themselves into the social
practices and mental habits
of Americans, Henkin
argues that the week is
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

more than just a regimen of
rest days or breaks from
work, but a dominant
organizational principle of
modern society. Ultimately,
the seven-day week shapes
our understanding and
experience of time.
The Chinese Typewriter
Thomas S. Mullaney
2018-10-09 How Chinese
characters triumphed over
the QWERTY keyboard and
laid the foundation for
China's information
technology successes today.
Chinese writing is character
based, the one major world
script that is neither
alphabetic nor syllabic.
Through the years, the
Chinese written language
encountered presumed
alphabetic universalism in
the form of Morse Code,
Braille, stenography,
Linotype, punch cards, word
processing, and other
systems developed with the
Latin alphabet in mind. This
book is about those
encounters—in particular
thousands of Chinese
characters versus the
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typewriter and its QWERTY
keyboard. Thomas Mullaney
describes a fascinating
series of experiments,
prototypes, failures, and
successes in the centurylong quest for a workable
Chinese typewriter. The
earliest Chinese
typewriters, Mullaney tells
us, were figments of
popular imagination,
sensational accounts of
twelve-foot keyboards with
5,000 keys. One of the first
Chinese typewriters actually
constructed was invented
by a Christian missionary,
who organized characters
by common usage (but
promoted the less-common
characters for “Jesus" to the
common usage level). Later
came typewriters
manufactured for use in
Chinese offices, and
typewriting schools that
turned out trained
“typewriter girls” and
“typewriter boys.” Still later
was the “Double Pigeon”
typewriter produced by the
Shanghai Calculator and
Typewriter Factory, the
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

typewriter of choice under
Mao. Clerks and secretaries
in this era experimented
with alternative ways of
organizing characters on
their tray beds, inventing an
input method that was the
first instance of “predictive
text.” Today, after more
than a century of resistance
against the alphabetic, not
only have Chinese
characters prevailed, they
form the linguistic substrate
of the vibrant world of
Chinese information
technology. The Chinese
Typewriter, not just an
“object history” but
grappling with broad
questions of technological
change and global
communication, shows how
this happened. A Study of
the Weatherhead East Asian
Institute Columbia
University
The Printing Revolution in
Early Modern Europe
Elizabeth L. Eisenstein
2012-03-29 In 1979
Elizabeth Eisenstein
provided the first full-scale
treatment of the fifteenth20/22
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century printing revolution
in the West in her
monumental two-volume
work, The Printing Press as
an Agent of Change. This
abridged edition, after
summarising the initial
changes introduced by the
establishment of printing
shops, goes on to discuss
how printing challenged
traditional institutions and
affected three major
cultural movements: the
Renaissance, the
Reformation and the rise of
modern science. Also
included is a later essay
which aims to demonstrate
that the cumulative
processes created by
printing are likely to persist
despite the recent
development of new
communications
technologies.
Human Rights in
International Relations
David P. Forsythe
2006-05-01 This new edition
of David Forsythe's
successful textbook
provides an authoritative
overview of the place of
becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

human rights in
international politics in an
age of terrorism. The book
focuses on four central
themes: the resilience of
human rights norms, the
importance of 'soft' law, the
key role of nongovernmental organizations,
and the changing nature of
state sovereignty. Human
rights standards are
examined according to
global, regional, and
national levels of analysis
with a separate chapter
dedicated to transnational
corporations. This second
edition has been updated to
reflect recent events,
notably the creation of the
ICC and events in Iraq and
Guantanamo Bay, and new
sections have been added
on subjects such as the
correlation between world
conditions and the fate of
universal human rights.
Containing chapter-bychapter guides to further
reading and discussion
questions, this book will be
of interest to undergraduate
and graduate students of
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human rights, and their
teachers. David Forsythe
received the Distinguished
Scholar Award for 2007
from the Human Rights
Section of the American
Political Science
Association.
Becoming America Jon
Butler 2001-12-28
Multinational, profit-driven,
materialistic, power-hungry,
religiously plural: America
today—and three hundred
years ago. Jon Butler’s
panoramic view of the
mainland American colonies
after 1680 transforms our
customary picture of preRevolutionary America; it
reveals a strikingly
“modern“ character that
belies the eighteenthcentury quaintness fixed in

becoming-america-volume-david-henkin

history. Stressing the
middle and late decades
(the hitherto “dark ages”) of
the American colonial
experience, Butler shows us
vast revolutionary changes
in a society that, for ninety
years before 1776, was
already becoming America.
Reading the Market Peter
Knight 2016-09-01 From the
rise of ticker-tape
technology to the
development of conspiracy
theories, Reading the
Market argues that
commentary on the Stock
Exchange between 1870
and 1915 changed how
Americans understood
finance—and explains what
our pervasive interest in
Wall Street says about us
now.
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